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This Student Notebook is designed to be used as a companion piece to our online
curriculum.

The pages of this book are organized to match our philosophy of teaching which follows the
5E model.

Only student pages are included in this book and directions on how to use these pages are
found in our online curriculum. Use the URL address and password provided to you by your
district to access our full curriculum.

A short activity to grab the students’ interest.

A hands-on activity where students experience the
concept being taught.

A reference material that includes parent
connections, technology applications, and science
news.

Reading Science offers a reading passage about the science
concept, including comprehension questions. Math
Connections include a set of grade level appropriate math
problems that address the concept being studied.

An expository or narrative writing prompt based on
the concept where students can demonstrate
mastery.
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Relationships in Ecosystems

If you were hiking on a mountain, you
might not notice these rocks covered with
lichens as you pass by them. But, the tiny
organisms living on these rocks are an
amazing model of interdependency.
A lichen is composed of two organisms: a
fungus, and a photosynthetic algae or
bacteria. These two organisms cooperate
with each other to survive. The fungus
provides the algae or bacteria with a
structure in which to live and important
materials it absorbs from the surrounding environment. The algae or bacteria provide
the fungus with food. These organisms cooperate to exploit, or obtain, the resources in
their environment. This cooperation allows them to survive in harsh environments that
have very few nutrients. Relationships between organisms within an ecosystem help to
maintain balance in the community. These relationships can take many forms.

What are some of the different types of relationships between organisms in an
ecosystem? How do these relationships affect each organism?

Symbiotic Relationships
When two different species of organisms live in close contact, this relationship is called
symbiosis. The term symbiosis comes from Greek words that mean “living together.” For
example, in lichens, a fungus and an alga or bacterium coexist in the same physical
space and share materials. Some forms of symbiosis, such as that found in lichens, are
beneficial to both organisms. Other forms of symbiosis only benefit one partner, and
some forms actually harm one partner. Symbiotic relationships can be classified into
three categories:
•Mutualism: both organisms benefit
•Parasitism: one organism benefits; the other is harmed
•Commensalism: one organism benefits; the other is unaffected

Symbiotic relationships may be obligate or facultative. In an obligate arrangement, one
species must live with the other in order to survive (the species is obligated to another
species.) In a facultative arrangement, one or both of the organisms can benefit from the
symbiosis, but neither requires it to survive. For example, certain species of plants
contain nitrogen-fixing bacteria in their roots. The bacteria convert atmospheric nitrogen
into a form that the plants can use.
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Mutualism: A Win-Win Situation
Both organisms participating in a mutualistic relationship
benefit from the partnership. An example of mutualism is the
relationship between hummingbirds and the flowers they
feed from (as shown in this photo). The hummingbird
benefits from consuming the flower’s nectar. The flower
benefits when the hummingbird spreads the flower’s pollen
to other members
of its species. Many scientists believe that mutualistic
relationships evolved from organisms that originally had
parasitic relationships. Parasites harm, weaken, or
sometimes kill their hosts, which does not help the hosts or
the parasites in the end. In a mutualistic relationship, both
organisms benefit from each other.

Everyday Life: Symbiotic Relationships and Human
Survival
The human body is a host to a wide variety of species of
bacteria. Colonies of bacteria live throughout the human
body, including on the skin, in nasal passages, and along the
digestive tract. The human intestines are home to about 500
different species of bacteria. If not for mutualistic
bacteria, humans would not be able to digest certain foods or
keep their immune systems running efficiently. Bacteria help
the human digestive tract break down food molecules by
providing enzymes that humans do not produce. Humans are
able to digest and absorb nutrients that would not otherwise
be available to them. Bacteria also contribute vitamins and
anti-inflammatory compounds that aid digestion and enhance
human nutrition.

Hummingbirds have
a mutualistic
relationship with
flowers. The bird
drinks the nectar and
distribute pollen to
other flowers as it
flies.

Relationships in Ecosystems

Researchers have identified approximately 10,000 species of bacteria that live inside
the human body. Some species of bacteria can provide the same crucial functions as
others in the digestive tract. So, if one species is killed off when a person takes
antibiotics to fight a disease, another species can take over those functions. Microbes
also help regulate human metabolism and contribute to weight control. Studies have
also shown that bacteria affect how neutrophils or other immune cells respond in the
body. The genus Lactobacillus has been shown to reduce inflammation and help
prevent cancer or infection by other types of bacteria such as Salmonella.
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Parasitism: One Benefits, One Suffers
Parasites are organisms that live on or within another organism, called a host, and feed
on it. In this relationship, the parasite benefits and the host organism is harmed.
Tapeworms are examples of parasites; they live inside an animal’s digestive tract and
consume nutrients that are meant for the host.

Some parasites, such as ticks and lice, live and
feed on the outer surface of a host. Other insects
may lay eggs on a host, allowing larvae to feed
on the host when they are born.
Parasites typically harm, but do not kill, their
hosts. It is in the parasite’s best interest to keep
its source of nutrients well enough to stay alive.
When the host dies, the parasite is forced to find
another victim.

Commensalism: One Benefits, One Is
Unaffected
Commensalism is a type of symbiosis in which
one species benefits and the other species
neither benefits nor suffers from the association.
Starlings are an example of animals that benefit
from a commensal relationship—in this case, with
deer. The grazing deer flush out insects from the
grass, which the starlings can then eat. This
relationship also exists between the cattle egret
and cattle or sheep.

The heads of tapeworms have four large suckers and two rows of hooks to latch
onto intestines. Photo courtesy of the Laboratory Identification of Parasites of
Public Health Concern, CDC.

Relationships in Ecosystems
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Another example of commensalism is the relationship between barnacles and whales
or sea turtles. Barnacles are sedentary creatures that feed on plankton and waste
products floating in the water. When they attach themselves to creatures such as
whales or sea turtles, barnacles are able to filter food as the whales and turtles travel
through the water. The whale or sea turtle is seemingly unaffected by this process.

Plants can also participate in commensal relationships. The
creosote bush benefits from the shade provided by the
desert holly shrub. The creosote bush appears to do
nothing for the holly shrub in return.

Some scientists argue that no true examples of
commensalism exist. They propose that the unaffected
partner may in fact benefit or be harmed in ways that are
not immediately obvious to a human observer.

Take a look at the photograph on the right. These two
organisms have a symbiotic relationship. Based on what
you observe, how would you classify this relationship?
Why?

Predation and Competition
Have you ever seen a hawk swoop down out of the sky
and capture a small animal? Have you seen a spider
trap a fly in its web? These are examples of predation, a
behavior in which one species kills another species for
food. The aggressor is the predator, and the victim is the
prey.

Predation serves to control the size of populations. The
population of prey animals could grow too large without
predation. Similarly, the amount of prey available
controls the size of the predator population. There are
only as many predators as the environment can support.

what do you
think?

These barnacles are
attached to a whale’s
skin.

Relationships in Ecosystems

While it may seem that predation is similar to parasitism, these two behaviors have a few
differences. Predation usually involves one or a few organisms preying on another organism,
whereas parasitism can involve hundreds of individuals feeding on a host (such as ticks on a
dog). In predation, the predator’s goal is to kill the prey organism.
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In parasitism, the parasite benefits if it
keeps the host well enough that it can
continue to feed from it.

Competition occurs when more than one
organism is trying to use the same
resource. Organisms occupy a niche, or
role, in their environment. For example, a
snail might consume algae and live in
small, cool ponds. This is its niche. If
another species of snail also consumes
algae and lives in small, cool ponds, then
these two species of snail will compete for
food and space. Competition can lead to
elimination of one species. This fight for
resources becomes particularly fierce in
dense populations. If a large number of
organisms live in a small space, resources
will become limited more quickly.
When different species compete for the
same resources, they are engaged in
interspecific competition (“inter” means
“among”). Animals such as the hyenas
and vultures in the photo above are
competing for the same food. Interspecific
competition also occurs in plants. In
forests, for example, trees that grow tall
quickly are able to out-compete others for
sunlight. As they grow larger, they crowd
out other plant species competing for the same nutrients, water, sunlight, and even
space. The black walnut tree actually inhibits the growth of neighboring plants by
secreting a chemical or poison called juglone.
Animals may have to fight for resources within their own species. This is called
intraspecific competition (“intra” means “within”). Grasshoppers competing with each
other for grass and other vegetation are one example. Once the food source is
depleted, the population declines. Animals also compete for mates and territory in the
quest for survival.

These rams are fighting for dominance,
which will result in superior mates,
territory, and food and water sources for
the winner.

Relationships in Ecosystems
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Elephants migrate to find food
The Marsabit protected area in Kenya includes
two different habitats. Grasses and shrubs grow in
the lowland. A dormant volcano is covered in
forest. During the dry season, the lowland plants
die off, while the trees in the forest stay green.

Elephants prefer to eat the grasses and shrubs.
The trees in the forest are harder to reach. In the
rainy season, elephants live in the lowland.
During the dry season, they move into the forest.
This is an example of the interaction of an
herbivore with the plants it depends on.

Relationships in Ecosystems

what do you think?
If people cut down the forest to grow crops, what do you think would happen to the
population of elephants?

Birds and mistletoe
Mistletoe is a plant that lives on trees. It is a parasite,
getting its nutrients by connecting with the sap flow of the
tree. Seeds have to land on a tree branch to start new
plants. Mistletoe produces small white berries with the seed
in it.

In South Australia, two different species of birds eat the
berries and disperse the seeds. Both honeyeaters and
mistletoebirds eat the berries and pass the seeds in their
feces. Honeyeater feces usually falls on the forest floor,
while mistletoebird feces lands on small branches.
Honeyeaters also often wiped their beaks on branches,
rubbing the seeds into the bark. Scientists discovered that
seed dispersal by honeyeaters produced more new
mistletoe plants.

Elephant feeding on lowland
plants.

Many mistletoe plants
in one tree.

Too many penguins
Magellanic penguins eat mainly anchovy, a small fish. Penguins roost in colonies.
While they are raising their young, they hunt close to the colony. As the number of
penguins in a colony increases, the amount of food close to the colony decreases.
This limits the number of penguins chicks that can survive. Competition for food
among penguins limits colony size.
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Predation in Ecosystems

Predation and competition are not the same. When animals compete, they are fighting
for a limited array of resources. When they exhibit predation, one animal becomes the
resource of another.

What Do You Know?
The table below lists examples of the different types of symbiosis. For each example,
decide whether it demonstrates mutualism, commensalism, or parasitism. Write your
answers in the middle row. Then, explain your reasoning in the bottom row.

look out!

Examples of Symbiosis
A bluebird lives in a
maple tree. It builds a
nest in the tree where its
eggs are protected from
the harsh environment.

Stinging sea anemones
live on the claws of a
female boxing crab. The
boxing crab uses the
anemones like boxing
gloves, protecting herself
against predators.

As a colony of brachonid
wasps undergo
metamorphosis, they live
on a hornworm and digest
its insides, causing the
hornworm to die.

This is an example of: This is an example of: This is an example of:

Why? Why? Why?
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Predation in Ecosystems

connecting with your child

Hide and Seek for Teens
To help your child learn more about the
types of symbiosis, explore the three
different symbiotic relationships through a
game of hide and seek with a twist.
When playing the game, make sure you
set boundaries so no one will wander too
far from the house. Also, take a quick look
around at the grounds to be sure there
aren’t any objects or hiding spots that
could be dangerous or harmful. Note that
this is
a group activity that can be modified to be
played as a game of charades between
parent and child.
To incorporate the theme of this chapter,
make cards with the following titles written
on them: mutualist, commensalist, and
parasite. Pair the children who will be
hiding into teams of two. Give one
member of the team one of the cards you
have prepared, and tell him that he cannot
reveal the card to his partner. Then,
explain to each child with a card that he or
she has to act like the title on the card. In
other words, if the child is a mutualist, he
or she will do everything possible to help
the other player. If the child is a parasite,
he or she must try to get the partner to
help with everything and then do
something harmful such as revealing his
or her hiding place. If the child is a
commensal partner, he or she must try to
get the partner to do everything to help
him or her without doing anything in return
but also not harming the partner.

When the child who is seeking finds each
player, he or she needs to also guess
what role the partner is playing. He can
wait to guess the roles until he has found
each player. By then, the players’ actions
should have created enough evidence to
make an informed decision.
Here are some questions to discuss with
your child:

•To the guesser: How did you figure out
which roles everyone played? Was it
difficult or easy?

•How did your partner react when you
tried to play the role of the symbiont?

•Which role was hardest to play? Why?
Which was easiest? Why?
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Genes and Gene Mutations

What comes to mind when you hear the word “mutation?”
Does your mind jump to movie scenes where normal
people fall into a vat of toxic waste and are converted into
superheroes OR do you think about microscopic changes
to a single gene on a strand of DNA?

If you’re like most people, you probably just thought of the
superhero movie. Now, which of those two options do you
think actually happens? Hopefully, you chose the
microscopic change for this one.

Though uncommon, mutations are changes to the
genetic information of an organism. Do you think these
changes are good or bad? As is often the case, the
answer here is: both. Some mutations benefit the
organisms, others harm it, and the rest have no notable
impact on the organism whatsoever.

How is genetic information stored?

All organisms have genetic information
stored in the nucleus of every single cell in
their bodies. The genetic information is
contained in strains of DNA that are tightly
wound into chromosomes. A small section of
DNA is a gene. These genes determine the
traits of an individual.

reflect

mutation: a change
to an organism’s
genetic information

Most human mutations
are not very obvious.

Genes are small
sections of DNA.
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How do mutations occur?

Humans have 23 pairs of chromosomes. Each
chromosome contains many genes. And each gene is
made up of hundreds or even thousands of pairs of
letters.

Any time a cell splits, the entire DNA code has to be
replicated, or copied. Each chromosome is checked
during copying, and most mistakes are corrected right
then. But if a mistake is not corrected, it becomes a
mutation.

These mutations are passed on to every new cell. If the
mutation is in cell that will become either an egg or a
sperm cell, the mutation is passed onto the next
generation.

Do mutations always cause harm?
No. Many mutations are in parts of DNA that have no effect on the organism. These are called
neutral mutations. Some mutations are even beneficial. Other mutations are harmful. An example
of neutral, beneficial and harmful mutations in humans is provided below. Just remember,
scientists have described thousands of different mutations in humans!

Genes and Gene Mutations

Types of mutations
One analogy for genes is that they are similar to sentences. Some mutations look like simple
spelling errors in a word, for example writing ‘band’ instead of ‘bend’. Other mutations look like
leaving out one or more word, such as ‘The dog jumped over’. Still other mutations repeat words,
such as ‘The the the dog jumped over the fence.’

what do you think?
Which of these types of mutations would you expect to have most visible effects? Think about
it, then read on.
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Cancer is caused by mutations
Cancer is an abnormal growth of cells in the body.
One or mutations allow cells to grow without
paying attention to the usual signals to stop. And
unlike normal cells, cancer cells are often
immortal, dividing over and over again.

Many different things can cause cancer. Skin
cancer is often associated with too much sun
exposure, while lung cancer may be caused by
breathing in pollution. Whatever the cause, the
DNA inside a cell gets a mutation, which is then
passed onto other cells.

Cancer cells have
mutations that allow them to
divide and create a tumor.

Genes and Gene Mutations
Many mutations are neutral
Large parts of chromosomes contain only random letters, not genes. Mutations in these random
letters frequently have no effect on the organism. Other mutations don’t change the ‘meaning’ of the
gene, the protein that is produced from the instructions.

Some mutations are beneficial
Many people have broken one or more bones. Older

people, especially women, have weaker bones that
break more easily. In one family in Connecticut,
however, some people have especially strong bones.

Scientists found that all people with strong bones have
one mutation in one gene. They have a square jaw, and
don’t float well. None of them has ever broken a bone.
Further studies may lead to a medicine that can help
people with weak bones make their bones stronger.

The jaw bone and
vertebra are both
thicker in people with
the mutation.

Some harmful mutations are passed from
parent to offspring
Marfan syndrome is usually inherited from a
parent. It occurs once in every 10,000 to 20,000
people of all ethnicities. People affected by
Marfan often are tall and slender, and have
especially long arms. More importantly, though,
they may also have heart and blood vessel
problems that can be fatal. If a person knows
they have Marfan syndrome, many problems can
be treated.

People with Marfan syndrome often
have problems with the heart and
the large blood vessels close to it.
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what do you think?
How could a mutation be beneficial? Mutations allow variations in genes and these
variations are what make us unique. These variations can be physically seen in skin tone,
eye color, hair color, and height. Beneficial mutations can also make someone less
susceptible for certain diseases, making it easier for them to pass that gene on to future
generations.

Mutations help
make you, you!

Genes and Gene Mutations
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What Do You Know?
Below you will find a chart comparing the benefits and disadvantages of genetic mutations.
Use the information in the reading and do some research on your own to complete.

Benefits of Mutations Disadvantages of Mutations

Genes and Gene Mutations
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connecting with your child

Basic Genetics Demonstration
To help your child learn more about genetic
mutations and where specifically they
occur, you will need 1 plastic baggie, 1
plastic egg, and 1 piece of multi-colored
yarn. Place the yarn inside the egg and
then place the egg inside the baggie. Ask
your child to image that this is a largely
magnified cell. The baggie represents the
cell and the egg represents the nucleus in
the cell. Ask your child what they expect to
find when they open the egg (remember
this represents going inside the nucleus).

Next open the egg, and pull out the yarn.
The yarn represents a section of DNA that
has been unwound. Lastly, ask them what
they think each colored section on the yarn
represents. These colored sections
represent the genes on the DNA.

Point to a spot on the yarn wear two colors
meet. Ask your child what they think would
happen if a mutation occurred to that part of
the DNA. Since that space is between
genes, the organism would most likely not
experience any effect from the mutation.
Now point to a spot on the yarn in the
middle of a color. Ask your child again,
what they think would happen if a mutation
occurred to this part of the DNA. If a
mutation occurs there (in the middle of a
gene), the organism would experience a
notable effect.

Here are some questions to discuss with
child:

• What is a mutation?

• Do you think mutations are common or
rare? Explain your thinking.

• Are mutations beneficial or harmful?

• Where do mutations occur?

Genes and Gene Mutations
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Embryonic Development

What similarities do we as humans share with
chickens? Your initial thought may be none, or very
little. Sometimes viewing the embryo of a species,
though, provides insight into relationships you may not
have easily seen in fully developed organisms.

Look at the image of the chick embryo to the right.
What similarities do you see between it and humans?
Maybe you noticed the vertebrae running along the
back of the developing chick, or possibly you noted the
ribs look similar to ours.

The chick’s skeletal system in general has multiple
similarities to ours -- including having one bone in the
upper leg and upper wing and two bones in the lower
leg and lower wing. This mimics our arm and leg
skeletal structure.

Similarities in Embryonic Development

Look at the two pictures to the left. What
types of animals do you think those embryos
are? Could they possibly both be embryos of
the same type of species?

In this case, they are not. The image on the
far left is a mouse embryo while the closer
image is a human embryo. Why do you think
these two images are so similar? They are
both vertebrates and also both mammals. Do
you think those facts matter? Evolutionary
biologists certainly do.

reflect

embryo: the
developing organism
between fertilization
and birth

This chick may be
more similar to you
than you think.

Animal embryos share
lots of similarities.
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Embryonic Development

Career Corner - Animal Embryologist
Animal embryologists study the
reproduction and development of
embryos. Zoos often use embryologists
and others to help endangered animals
reproduce. For example, elephants have
difficulty reproducing in zoos.
Embryologists can help them have babies
more successfully.

Embryology:
the study of
similarities in
embryos

Elephant reproduction in
zoos requires embryologists
and other professionals.

Fully developed animals have vastly
different anatomies. However, as embryos
organisms tend to have notable similarities
with other organisms. These similarities
occur more frequently in species that are
closely related.

Look at the classification chart to
the left. As you move down the
chart, the organisms become
more similar. Not surprisingly,
these organisms appear very
similar as developing embryos
as well.
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Embryonic Development

What Do You Know?
Match the animal in column A with the animal in column B that you would expect to have
most similar anatomies as embryos. You can draw a line between the two columns to do
this.
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Embryonic Development

connecting with your child

Plant Development
To help your child learn more about how
organisms look more similar while
developing than as adults, plant three
different types of flower seeds. Ask your
child to describe what the seeds look like
before planting. Do they look similar to
each other?

Then as the plants start to bloom, ask your
child again to describe the similarities
between the plants. Also ask, are the plants
more similar now or as seeds? There will
probably be more notable similarities in the
seeds than as adult plants.

Lastly, connect this observation about
plants to animals. Ask you’re your child, do
animals have more similarities as adults or
as developing embryos?

Here are some more questions to
discuss with your child:

• What can comparing embryos of
different species show us?

• Can studying embryos provide evidence
of common ancestry?

• What is anatomy?

• What is an example of an anatomical
similarity between a mouse embryo and
a human embryo?
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